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n An Intriguing Case of Chronic 
Cough in a Child

An eight-year-old child presented with chronic cough for the past 
six months with occasional history of wheeze. He had been treated 
on the lines of reflex laryngo-pharyngitis, asthma and allergic cough. 
Patient was also initiated on anti-tubercular drugs, but his cough did 
not subside.

General physical examination was unremarkable. Chest was 
bilaterally clear with normal vesicular breathing and no added 
sounds. X-ray chest was clear [Table/Fig-1]. Finally, a CT scan was 
done which revealed a foreign body in the lower part of trachea just 
above the carina [Table/Fig-2].

A detailed history was taken once again and now the child recalled 
that he had accidentally aspirated the whistle while blowing a “peepni” 
(Indian toy) with his friends about six months back. At that time 
patient had a severe bout of cough, which soon settled. Out of fear, 
the child did not discuss the incident with his parents. Subsequently, 
he developed cough, which at time did settle to medications, but 
soon cropped up again and again and was occasionally associated 
with wheeze. It was the fear of TB that prompted the parents to seek 
repeated medical advice for his cough ailment. Finally, the foreign 
body was removed by bronchoscopy under general anaesthesia 
with no untoward incident to report [Table/Fig-3]. The post-operative 
period was uneventful.
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[Table/Fig-1]: Chest X-ray of the patent: normal.

[Table/Fig-2]: CT Scan: Foreign body whistle in the trachea (dark arrow).

[Table/Fig-3]: Whistle: hollow and fenestrated not causing respiratory obstruction.

This case has many interesting facets which warrant discussion. 
Firstly, this case report underlines the importance of CT in long 
standing inhalation of foreign body in children. Chest X-ray is an 
inconsistent investigation for diagnosis of foreign body in the aero-
digestive tract [1]. Whereas, the literature reports a sensitivity and 
specificity of more than 94% and 97% respectively for CT scans 
[2,3]. However, the role of CT scan is not delineated in aspiration of 
foreign bodies- especially children with normal radiographs (like in this 
case) and the subject is open to debate. Nevertheless, the authors 
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X-ray chest were normal. In this case, tracheostomy was done to 
retrieve the foreign body. The age of the child was eight years. In 
contrast, the index case was totally asymptomatic (except for the 
cough) and was diagnosed accidentally on CT scan. Furthermore, 
we retrieved the foreign body by routine bronchoscopy with no 
complications whatsoever. This unique clinical presentation finds no 
mention in paediatric medical literature on the cited subject.

In summary, the rarity of the type of foreign body and its unusual 
clinical presentation make this case report unique and thus prompted 
us to share our professional experience with other members of our 
medical fraternity.
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would like to emphasise that if a role for CT scan can be defined in 
cases of chronic cough, such rare and asymptomatic cases can be 
diagnosed early. Of note, cough is the most common symptom for 
long standing inhalation foreign bodies [4], but at present there are 
no specific clinical guidelines for CT scan in chronic cough. Chronic 
cough is defined as persistent cough for more than eight weeks [5]. 
Furthermore, in children, any cough extended beyond four weeks 
requires to be investigated [6,7].

In view of this clinical record, we believe that children with dry chronic 
cough and no clinical diagnosis should be investigated with CT scan 
immediately after four weeks, so that skepticism regarding inhalational 
and aspirated foreign bodies is duly resolved. In this context, it would 
be prudent to note that natural clinical course of missed foreign body 
is not benign. It can cause stricture, lung abscess, bronchiectasis, 
bronchopneumonia, infiltration and effusion [8].

Whistle is used for playing by all the kids. In India, it is a very 
common toy in rural area known as “Peepni”. However, it would be 
pertinent to note that it has a potential to become an asymptomatic 
foreign body, albeit rarely. Interestingly, in this case the child had 
no symptoms. As the whistle was hollow (i.e., fenestrated) & stuck 
in the lower part of trachea above the carina, proper ventilation 
was being maintained to both the lungs [Table/Fig-3]. No signs of 
emphysema or collapse of lungs were seen. We also did not record 
a wheeze, although the patient gave a history of occasional wheeze 
with a bout of cough.

There is not much in the literature on the subject of cough and whistle 
aspiration. Wang L et al., reported removal of whistle impacted 
in the bronchus for 14 years in an adult [9]. In a massive internet 
search at Medline/PubMed database using MeSH terms “whistle 
inhalation” and “children”, we could find only two paediatric cases 
with whistle inhalation reported since 1950 [6,7]. Both the cases 
were symptomatic and in only one case CT scan was required as 
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